FRAME Mentoring 2022: the call for application is open!

What is FRAME?
Since 2010, INA organises the annual training programme FRAME in partnership with FIAT/IFTA (International Federation of Television Archives) and EBU Academy (European Broadcasting Union). FRAME is a co-funded by the Creative Europe – MEDIA programme of the European Union. The FRAME training programme consists in 4 training actions per year: two training sessions – FRAME Basics for beginner or less experienced professionals and FRAME Advanced for experienced and trained ones – and a mentoring programme addressed to young professionals – FRAME Mentoring. With a comprehensive approach, the FRAME training programme covers each steps and aspects of audiovisual archiving.

FRAME Mentoring 2022
The FRAME Mentoring programme is designed and organized by INA with the support of EBU Academy. For 6 months, you will be assisted by recognized professionals from several European audiovisual archive institutions. The objective: to help you develop your professional project and your career.

The mentorship programme includes:
- Monthly online exchanges with your tutor and experts in your field ;
- Professional immersion for two weeks at INA or in a partner institution ;
- Accreditation to the next FIAT/IFTA international conference, which will offer you an overview of the latest trends in audiovisual archives and an opportunity to develop your network.

Who can apply to FRAME Mentoring 2022?
FRAME Mentoring is aimed at all European and international young professionals in the audiovisual archives field with less than 5 years of experience (in the same
position or in a similar position), regardless of their age, nationality, or field of activity (technical, documentation, production, etc.).

When and where?
The mentoring programme will take place from June-December 2022. Monthly online exchanges and a 2-week professional immersion in a European institution (precise dates to be defined with the mentee and mentor) will be organized during this period. In addition, the mentee will attend the FIAT/IFTA World Conference (Autumn 2022 – precise dates to be confirmed).

Tuition fees
The participation to the FRAME Mentoring programme (flights, hotels, lunches during the 2-week immersion) is 100% covered by the program.

How to apply?
To apply to FRAME Mentoring 2021, you have to complete the application form before April 15th. 2 applicants will be selected.

TO APPLY

More information: frame@ina.fr